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Introduction
SqlClient allows users to quickly and easily connect to the following SQL databases:
• Microsoft SQL Server
• Oracle MySQL
• MariaDB
• PostgreSQL.

Main functionalities supported:
• Out-of-the-box connections to a selection of the main relational databases.
• Connections to local or remote databases.
• Secure encrypted connections using SSL and digital certificates.
• Execution of Stored Procedures.
• Ability to build complex queries using JOIN and other SQL clauses.
• Custom parsers to transform any response into valid N3uron data.
• Simple interface and code examples to speed up data collection.
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Creating Module Instances
The first step when using SqlClient after N3uron installation is to instantiate a SqlClient module:
• Open N3uron and navigate to the "Config" menu.
• Click on "Modules", then create a new module. This instance can be given any name (except
duplicate names or names with special characters like ".", "/", etc.), although users are recommended
to name instances in a similar way to the name of the module being instantiated for easy
identification. In this example, it has been named SqlClient.

Figure 1: Creating new module instances
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By setting the Module type to SqlClient, the created instance will automatically become a
SqlClient instance. Once saved, SqlClient should appear in the module list in bold because there
are unsaved changes.

Figure 2: Setting the instance type

Additionally, each instance can be configured with the following options:
• Required: When set to enabled and when this module is receiving data from other N3uron nodes,
all links will be paused whilst the module is offline to avoid data loss. If disabled, this module will
have no effect on links when offline.
• Start: This section controls how the module behaves when the N3uron service is started (which also
includes service restarts).
o Enabled: If true, the module will automatically start when the N3uron services starts.
Otherwise, the module must be started manually.
o Start delay: When automatic start is enabled, this setting is used to control how much delay
there should be between starting the N3uron service and starting the module. This value is
displayed in milliseconds.
• Monitor: This section is used to monitor the status of each module, as well as to enable automatic
restart if it goes offline.
o Automatic restart: If true, whenever the module goes offline (except when manually
stopped by the user), the module will automatically restart.
o Restart delay: Determines the delay before restarting the module after it has gone offline.
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In addition to configuring this instance, each module has a Logger and API section which
needs to be configured separately. The default settings will be sufficient for this, but users
will need to actively open the Logger and API configuration settings and save the default
values to fully apply the settings.
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Configuration
Channel setup
The first step when configuring the SqlClient is to create a connection to a database. This is represented by
a channel. In this example, the name of the new channel is SQLServer, since it is communicating with an
SQL Server database.

Figure 3: SqlClient settings for SQL Server databases

Each channel requires the following parameters to be set:
• Enable data collection: When disabled, the channel will remain inactive and no transactions will be
executed. The default value is set to enabled.
• Timing:
o Query timeout: Time waiting for a valid response before retrying or moving to the next
transaction, displayed in milliseconds. The valid range is 100ms to 600000ms. The default
value is 3000ms.
o Retry attempts: Number of communication retries before considering the target database
to be unreachable or the query invalid and moving to the next transaction. The minimum
value is 0 (no retries are attempted) and the maximum value is 1000 retries. The default
value is 3, which means that for each unresponsive transaction, the driver will make a total
of 4 attempts (1 initial request and 3 retries).
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o Inter-request delay: Time between one transaction finishing and the next transaction
starting, displayed in milliseconds. This parameter can be used when a target database is
not responding due to receiving too many queries too quickly. The valid range is 0ms to
3600000ms. The default value is 0ms, which means that the next request will be sent as
soon as a valid response has been received.
• Connector:
o Type: Determines the target database.
▪ MySQL: Connects to Oracle MySQL database.
▪ MariaDB: Connects to MariaDB database.
▪ SQL Server: Connects to Microsoft SQL Server database.
▪ PostgreSQL: Connects to PostgreSQL database.

Figure 4: Different database types supported by SqlClient
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• Connection to Oracle MySQL and MariaDB:
When connecting to Oracle MySQL or MariaDB, the following options are displayed:

Figure 5: MySQL connector configuration

o Connection:
▪ Host: Hostname or IP address of the target database.
▪ Port: TCP port of the target database. The valid range is 1 to 65535. The default value
for MySQL and MariaDB is 3306.
▪ Default database: Unless left blank, this database will be used as the default
database. Otherwise, all queries must use the full table name (database.table).
▪ Connection timeout: Specifies the maximum time permitted for establishing a
connection to the database, displayed in milliseconds. Default value is 10000ms.
▪ Reconnect delay: Waiting time before trying to reconnect after a failed connection
attempt, displayed in milliseconds. Default value is 60000ms.
o Authentication:
▪ Username: Specifies the username used to authenticate with the database.
▪ Password: Specifies the password used to authenticate with the database.
▪ Insecure authentication: When enabled, the legacy authentication method will be
used to connect to the database.
o SSL:
▪ Reject unauthorized: When set to false, certificates that are not signed by a trusted
Certificate Authority can be used. Otherwise, the connection will be automatically
dropped if the certificate is not signed by a trusted Certificate Authority.
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▪ CA: Certified Authority certificate file used for authentication. The CA certificate must
be in PEM format.
▪ Private key: Private key file used for authentication. The key must be in PEM format.
▪ Certificate: Certificate file used for authentication. The certificate must be in PEM
format.
o Additional options:
▪ Custom timezone: Specifies the timezone configured in the MySQL server. This is
used when casting values to JavaScript Date objects.
• Connecting to SQL Server
When connecting to an SQL Server, the following options are displayed:

Figure 6: SQL Server connector configuration

o Connection:
▪ Host: Hostname or IP address of the target SQL Server database.
▪ Port: TCP port of the target database. The valid range is 1 to 65535. The default value
for SQL Servers is 1433.
▪ Default database: Unless left blank, this database will be used as the default
database. Otherwise, all queries must use the full table name (database.table).
▪ Connection timeout: Specifies the maximum time permitted for establishing a
connection to the database, displayed in milliseconds. The default value is 15000ms.
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▪ Idle timeout: Maximum time the connection to a database can remain idle for before
being automatically disconnected to reduce server load, displayed in milliseconds.
The default value is 30000ms.
▪ Reconnect delay: Time between new connection attempts after the current one fails.
o Authentication:
▪ Username: Specifies the username used to authenticate with the database.
▪ Password: Specifies the password used to authenticate with the database.
▪ Domain: Specifies the user domain for this connection. When left blank, this field
refers to a database user rather than a domain user.
o Additional options:
▪ Application name: Application name used in this connection.
▪ Encrypt: Specifies whether a connection needs to be encrypted or not. Encryption
is required when connecting to a Microsoft Azure SQL Database.
• Connecting to a PostgreSQL:
When connecting to a PostgreSQL, the following options are displayed:

Figure 7: PostgreSQL connector configuration
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o Connection:
▪ Host: Hostname or IP address of the target database.
▪ Port: TCP port of the target database. The valid range is 1 to 65535. The default
value for PostgreSQL is 5432.
▪ Default database: Unless left blank, this database will be used as the default
database. Otherwise, queries must use the full table name (database.table).
▪ Connection timeout: Specifies the maximum time permitted for establishing a
connection to the database, displayed in milliseconds. Default value is 15000ms.
▪ Idle timeout: Maximum time the connection to a database can remain idle for before
automatically being disconnected to reduce server load, displayed in milliseconds.
The default value is 30000ms.
▪ Reconnect delay: Time between new connection attempts after the current one fails.
o Authentication:
▪ Username: Specifies the username used to authenticate with the database.
▪ Password: Specifies the password used to authenticate with the database.
o SSL:
▪ Reject unauthorized: When set to false, certificates that are not signed by a trusted
Certificate Authority can be used. Otherwise, the connection will be automatically
dropped if the certificate is not signed by a trusted Certificate Authority.
▪ CA: Certified Authority certificate file used for authentication. The CA certificate must
be in PEM format.
▪ Private key: Private key file used for authentication. The key must be in PEM format.
▪ Certificate: Certificate file used for authentication. The certificate must be
in PEM format.
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Transactions
Each database connection can execute one or more queries. These queries are organized into
transactions, which are used to either retrieve data from the database (using a query and a parser) or
to insert data into the database (using a serializer and a query). There are two types of transactions:
StrandardTransaction and HistoryTransaction, each with a distinct purpose.
▪ StandardTransaction: This type of transaction is used to read data from a database and assign it
to tags, whether acting directly as the tag data source or by writing to tags whose source is another
driver (such as ModbusClient or SiemensClient). Standard transactions can also be used to insert
data from N3uron (passed as parameters) into a database. For example, in order to synchronize
data between a PLC and a database. An example StandardTransaction configuration can be seen
in the below screenshot:

Figure 8: StandardTransaction configuration

o Enable data collection: Enables or disables data collection in the specified transaction. The
default value is set to enabled. If disabled, the transaction will not be executed.
o Triggers: List of triggers that will cause this transaction to be executed. More information
can be found in Triggers.
o Parameters: List of parameters that will be available to all scripts in this transaction. More
information about parameters can be found in $.parameter.
o Query: Query used in this transaction, either for inserting or updating data to the database
or to read data from the database:
▪ Query type: Determines how the query will be generated. Currently, only custom
queries are supported (queries generated by running a custom JavaScript script).
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▪ Script: The Script that will be used to generate the query. The output of this script
(which is controlled by setting the $.output variable) must be a string. Alternatively,
it can be set to empty, in which case the current execution of the transaction will be
aborted. More information about custom scripts can be found in User defined scripts.
o Parser: Controls how the query results are converted into N3uron data and subsequently
written to tags.
▪ Parser type: Selects how the data will be parsed. Valid options are:
– None: No parsing will be done. Any data returned from the database is discarded.
This setting can be used when executing an INSERT or UPDATE query, since no
record set will be returned from the database in these types of queries.
– Custom: Parses the data received from the database by running a custom
JavaScript script.
▪ Script: When the parser is set to custom, this field contains the script that will be
used to parse the incoming Dataset into a N3uron compatible format. This script
receives a Dataset (or a Dataset array if the query returns multiple record sets) as
the input (in the $.input property) and must create an array of tag data objects
(composed of a tag and value, with optional quality and timestamp settings) that will
then be automatically saved to tags. This is done by executing a tag update (if the
transaction is configured as the tag source) or a tag write (if the source of the tag is
any other driver). If both fail, the event is discarded. More information can be found
in User defined scripts.
o Auto-demotion: Defines if a transaction should be temporarily set to "off-scan" when the
database is not responding. If set to "off-scan", the query will not be sent to the database.
By placing a non-responsive transaction offline for a specific time period, the driver can
continue to optimise communications with other transactions in the same channel. Once this
demotion period has been reached, the driver will re-attempt to execute the non-responsive
transaction. If the transaction is responsive, it will be set to "on-scan". Otherwise, the "offscan" time period will restart after the specified number of failures has been reached.
▪ Enabled: When set to enabled, if the specified number of successive failures is reached,
data collection for this device will be set to “off-scan” during the specified interval.
▪ Failures: Specifies how many consecutive rounds of request timeouts and retry
attempts must occur before the device is set to "off-scan". The minimum value is 1 and
the default value is 3.
▪ Delay: Time the transaction is set to "off-scan" for when the max consecutive failures
value has been reached. When the specified interval expires, the driver will reset the
transaction to "on-scan" and allow another communication attempt to be made. The
minimum value is 1000 and the default value is 60000 milliseconds.
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• HistoryTransaction: HistoryTransactions are used to store historical data from N3uron to the
database. This is done by storing all events received from tags into a buffer, and inserting these
events into the database when the transaction is executed. See below for a HistoryTransaction
configuration example:

Figure 9: HistoryTransaction configuration

o Enable data collection: Enables or disables data collection in the specified transaction. The
default value is set to enabled. If disabled, the transaction will not buffer and send data to
the database.
o Mode: Determines how the transaction will buffer the events from N3uron.
▪ Event: The transaction will buffer any event from tags that match the tag filters.
▪ Snapshot: The transaction will not buffer events. Instead a snapshot of all tags that
match the tag filters will be taken whenever the transaction is triggered.
o Triggers: List of triggers that will cause this transaction to be executed. More information
can be found in Triggers.
o Parameters: List of parameters that will be available to all scripts in this transaction. More
information about parameters can be found in $.parameter.
o Serializer: Controls how N3uron tag events are transformed from tag data objects into a
Dataset or Dataset array that will then be sent to the database:
▪ Serializer type: Determines how data will be serialized. Currently, only custom
serializers are supported (those that run a custom JavaScript script to serialize the
tags events into a Dataset).
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▪ Script: The Script that will be used to serialize the N3uron tag events into one or
more Datasets. This script receives an array of tag data objects as the input (in the
$.input property) and must create a Dataset or Dataset array. Afterwards, each
Dataset will be sent to the query as the input in order to generate the query. More
information can be found in User defined scripts.
o Query: Query used to insert data from N3uron into the database:
▪ Query type: Selects how the query will be generated. Currently, only custom queries
are supported (queries generated by running a custom JavaScript script).
▪ Script: The Script that will be used to generate the query. This script receives a
Dataset as the input (in the $.input property) and this Dataset can be used to
generate the query. If there are multiple Datasets available from the serializer, the
query builder (and the query) will execute once per Dataset until all Datasets have
been

processed.

The output of this script (which is controlled by setting the $.output variable) must
be a string. Alternatively, it can be set to empty, in which case the current execution
of the transaction will be aborted. If there are multiple Datasets available from the
serializer, only the current Dataset will be skipped. More information about custom
scripts can be found in User defined scripts.
o Auto-demotion: Defines whether a transaction should be temporarily set to "off-scan" when
the database is not responding. If set to "off-scan", the query will not be sent to the database.
By placing a non-responsive transaction offline for a specific time period, the driver can
continue to optimise communications with other transactions in the same channel. Once this
demotion period has been reached, the driver will re-attempt to execute the non-responsive
transaction. If the transaction is responsive, it will be set to "on-scan". Otherwise, the "offscan" time period will restart after the specified number of failures has been reached.
▪ Enabled: When set to enabled, if the specified number of successive failures is reached,
data collection for this device will be set to “off-scan” during the specified interval.
▪ Failures: Specifies how many consecutive rounds of request timeouts and retry
attempts must occur before the device is set to "off-scan". The minimum value is 1 and
the default value is 3.
▪ Delay: Time the transaction is set to "off-scan" for when the max consecutive failures
value has been reached. When the specified interval expires, the driver will reset the
transaction to "on-scan" and allow another communication attempt to be made. The
minimum value is 1000. The default value is 60000 milliseconds.
o Tag filters: A list of tag filters that will be buffered by the HistoryTransaction and stored to
the database. If the list is left empty, all of the events will be buffered. If there are multiple
tag filters, only one filter needs to match a tag in order for it to be buffered. More information
can be found in Tag filter.
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Triggers
Each transaction can have one or more triggers that dictate when it will be executed. Each trigger is checked
continuously and whenever one becomes active, the transaction will be executed. The following are the list of
available triggers:
• Periodic: This type of trigger becomes active after a specified period has passed. It is configured as
per the below example:

Figure 10: Periodic trigger configuration

o Scan rate: Specifies the time period between each time the trigger is activated, displayed in
milliseconds.
o Type: Determines how this time period is calculated. Valid values are:
o Fixed time: The trigger will activate as soon as the specified scan rate has passed
since the previous execution ended. For example, if a trigger is set to execute every
30 seconds, and the first execution occurred at 12:30:17, the next execution will
be at 12:30:47.

o Fixed interval: The trigger will execute at specific intervals based on the scan rate.
As per the previous example, if the scan rate is 30 seconds, the trigger will execute
at 12:30:00, 12:30:30, regardless of when the module started.
o Reschedule timer: This option is only applied when the type is set to Fixed time and a
transaction has multiple triggers. If enabled, the transaction activation time will be
rescheduled whenever another trigger is activated. For example, if the scan rate for a
periodic trigger is 30 seconds, and the last activation was at 12:30:17, the next activation
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would be at 12:30:47. However, if another trigger trips at 12:30:29, then the timer of the
periodic trigger will be rescheduled to activate at 12:30:59.
• TagCondition: This type of trigger activates whenever a tag based condition is met. It is configured
as per the below example:

Figure 11: TagCondition trigger configuration

o Tag: Path to the tag used in this tag condition trigger.
o Property: The property of the tag used to trigger the transaction (Value, Quality, or Timestamp).
o Initial change: If enabled, the transaction will be triggered by the initial subscription to the
tag events as soon as the module is started (or whenever the tag model changes).
Otherwise, the initial event won't be considered for the tag condition.
o Condition: The condition the tag must be in for the trigger to become active. If the tag
is a string, it will be compared alphabetically (for example, aa > ba returns true, while
aa > ab returns false).
o Value: Specifies the value used in the condition. It can be a number, a string, or a Boolean.
o Condition type: Determines how the condition will be evaluated:
▪ If true: The action will trigger when the condition becomes true. It can only be triggered
once (or once per tag update) depending on the value of the "Trigger on update" option.
▪ If false: The action will trigger when the condition becomes false. As per the case
above, it can only be triggered once (or once per tag update).
▪ While true: The action triggers once when the condition becomes true, and then
repeats periodically, according to the specified period.
▪ While false: Same as above, except it triggers while the condition is false.
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o Trigger on update: If true, the action will trigger whenever there is a new tag update that
still satisfies the condition. Otherwise, it will only trigger the first time the condition becomes
true. This option is only used when the condition type is set to If true or If false.
o Reset trigger: If enabled, the tag acting as the trigger will be reset after the transaction is executed.
If disabled, the trigger must be manually cleared. Only used for If true and If false conditions.
o Reset value: Specifies the value that will be used to reset the tag that is acting as the trigger.
Only used when Reset trigger is set to true or for If true and If false conditions
o Period: The time period between executions when the condition is set to While true or While
false, displayed in milliseconds. The minimum value is 1000 milliseconds.
• BufferSize: This type of trigger only applies to HistoryTransaction. It's used to limit the number of
events in the buffer by activating the trigger when the buffer size has surpassed a certain number of
events. The following screenshot shows an example configuration:

Figure 12: BufferSize trigger configuration

o Buffer limit: Determines how many events are needed to activate the trigger. This does not
limit the number of events allowed in the buffer. The number of events can surpass the limit
if the events are received before the trigger executes the transaction.

Tag Filter
Tag filters are used to select which tags from the tag model will be buffered by a HistoricalTransaction.
By default, no filters are applied, which means that all tags in the node will be included. In order to
reduce the number of tags, one or multiple filters can be applied to the tagpath of the tags. The following
screenshot shows the tag filter configuration:

Figure 13: TagFilter configuration
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• RegEx pattern: The Regular Expression used to filter the tagpath of the tags. Only tags that match
the regular expression will pass the filter. The regular expression is applied to the entire tagpath.
More information can be found in RegExr.
• Ignore case: Sets the "ignore case" flag for the regular expression. When configured, the regular
expression will ignore the casing on the tag path. For example, the pattern /SqlClient with the
ignore case flag set will match /SQLclient, /sqlclient or /SQlcLiEnt.

Tag configuration
StandardTransactions can be used to send data from field devices to a database or to retrieve data from
the database and send it to field devices (PLCs for instance). This is a common scenario when dealing
with recipes where specific production values are transferred from databases to the PLCs in the production
lines and vice versa. In this case, the value of the tag quality or timestamp is driven by the connecting
driver to the field devices (ModbusClient, SiemensClient, OpcDaClient, etc) and therefore, cannot be
overwritten by the SqlClient.
StandardTransactions can also be used as the tag data source. In this case, the database acts as the data
source, just like a field device, and the SqlClient controls the tag Value, Quality, and Timestamp. In this case,
the tag needs to be configured to use SqlClient as its source. The tag uses the following configuration:

Figure 14: Example of a tag using SqlClient as data source
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Source configuration settings contain the following parameters:
• Enabled: When disabled, tags won’t be updated with the values received from the device. Instead,
they will essentially act as memory tags. When set to enabled, the tag value will be continuously
updated with the values received from the field device, or in this case, the database. The default
value is set to disabled.
• Module type: Defines the driver type used to retrieve values from the field. In this example, SqlClient
must be selected from the drop-down menu. If SqlClient does not appear in the drop-down menu, this
means that this driver has not been installed on this machine yet and must be installed.
• Module name: Selects which instance of the SqlClient module will provide the data for this tag.
• Config:
o Transaction: Selects which transaction will provide data to this tag. The transaction must
already exist in the selected SqlClient instance and must be set as a StandardTransaction.
The format for this property is Channel/Transaction.
o Tag address: The tag address is used to associate this N3uron tag with the tag retrieved from
the database. This property can be left blank, in which case the full tag path must be used. If a
tag address (or alias) is used, then the tag can be referred to in the transaction parser using
this tag address (or alias), instead of the full tag path.
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User defined scripts
User defined scripts are used mainly in the following three cases:
1. To serialize tag events into a Dataset ready to be inserted into the database.
2. To create the query for exchanging, extracting, or sending data to the database.
3. To parse a Dataset obtained from the database into data objects, ready to write or update the tags.
These scripts use the JavaScript language, and have access to the standard JavaScript functions and
objects (such as parseInt or the Date object), as well as the following additional libraries and functions
added by the N3uron platform.

Moment
Moment is a JavaScript library that simplifies date parsing and formatting, as well as manipulating dates
(such as adding a specific duration to a date). The SqlClient version also includes Moment Timezone, which
is used to parse dates in specific time zones and to change time zones that are given a moment object.
Moment can be accessed by directly invoking the moment() constructor, while Moment Timezone is
accessed using moment.tz()
Documentation about Moment can be found in Moment.js and Moment Timezone.

Buffer
Buffer is a Node.js class that is used to create and manipulate binary arrays. This class is used whenever
a field needs to be a binary value, or when converting between different encodings (for example form
Base64 to UTF-8). Documentation about the Buffer class can be found at Node.js Buffer API.

sprintf
sprintf is a function used to format any string that is given a format pattern containing placeholders or several
variables that will substitute the placeholders. The format is similar to C's printf, as it supports placeholders
using the special character %. The following examples are valid placeholders for different data types:
• Integer: %d or %i
• String: %s
• Binary: %b
• JSON: %j
• ASCII character in decimal: %c
• Scientific notation: %e
• Floating point: %f
• Fixed point: %g
• Octal: %o
• Unsigned integer: %u
• Hexadecimal lowercase: %x
• Hexadecimal uppercase: %X
• Node buffer: %r
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If the integer and the unsigned integer format type receive a decimal number, they truncate the decimal part.
All formats that admit decimal numbers, such as floating point or scientific notation, can be configured
to specify the required number of decimals to display by using the format %.xY, where x is the number
of decimals, and Y is the format used (f, for floating point; e, for exponential, etc). For example, to show
a floating-point number with 2 decimals, the following format must be used: %.2f.
See below for examples of the different format options in the following script:
$.sprintf(“Numbers are: %d and %i”, 10, 15.7)
//Numbers are: 10 and 15
$.sprintf(“String is: %s”, “Hello world!”);
//String is: Hello world!
$.sprintf(“The binary representation of 5 is: %b”, 5);
// The binary representation of 5 is: 101
$.sprintf(“The ASCII character with decimal value 48 is %c”, 48);
// The ASCII character with decimal value 48 is 0
$.sprintf(“1000 in scientific notation is: %e”, 1000);
1000 in scientific notation is: 1e3
$.sprintf(“1234 in scientific notation and 2 decimals is: %.2e”, 1234);
//1234 in scientific notation and 2 decimals is: 1.23e3
$.sprintf(“12.34 in floating point notation is: %f”, 12.34)
//12.34 in floating point notation is: 12.34
$.sprintf(“12.3456 in fixed point notation is: %.3g”, 12.3456);
//12.3456 in fixed point notation is: 12.3
$.sprintf(“12 in octal is: %o”, 12);
//12 in octal is: 14
$.sprintf(“-10 in unsigned integer format is: %u”, -10)
//-10 in unsigned integer format is: 4294967286
$.sprintf(“30 in hexadecimal is: %x”, 30);
//10 in hexadecimal is: 1e
$.sprintf(“30 in uppercase hexadecimal is: %X”, 30);
//30 in uppercase hexadecimal is: 1E
var buf = new Buffer([“Hello world!”]);
$.sprintf(“The buffer is: %r”, buf);
//The buffer is: <48 65 6c 6c 6f 20 77 6f 72 6c 64 21>;
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$.logger
The $.logger object is used to log messages to the disk, which can be used for both debugging and
informative purposes. The log file can be found at N3uron/log/SqlClientInstaceName/. It’s shared by
both the internal execution of the module and the messages written by the users. The logger has five
different logging levels:
• $.logger.error()
• $.logger.warn()
• $.logger.info()
• $.logger.debug()
• $.logger.trace()
Each of the logging functions have two arguments:
o (String) message: Format string using sprintf formatting.
o (Any) arguments: Arguments that will replace the placeholders in the format string.

$.parameter
Transactions with parameters can be used by accessing the $.parameter object. All of these
parameters are tag events and as such, have a value, a quality, and a timestamp. Parameters use
the following configuration:

Figure 15: Parameter configuration

As an example, the parameter value is used by accessing $.parameter.Start.value.
• The parameter value corresponds to the tag value and the type depends on the tag type, which
can be a number, a string, a Boolean, or null.
•

The parameter quality is a number in the range of 0-255.

•

The parameter timestamp is a number that represents the number of milliseconds lapsed since
January 1970 (Unix Epoch).
Additionally, since $.parameter is a JavaScript object, it can be iterated to programmatically obtain
all parameters using the for…in syntax. An iteration example can be seen in the following snippet:
for (var p in $.parameter){
$.logger.info("Parameter %s is %j", p, $.parameter[p]);
}
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$.local
$.local is an empty object that can be used to store any user variables that persist between
transaction executions, as well as any variables that are shared between different scripts belonging to
the same transaction. For example, when creating a local variable named "count", the following syntax
//Only define the variable if it's undefined
if($.local.count === undefined) $.local.count = 0;

is used:

$.input
This variable contains the input given to the custom script, if applicable. The input type depends on the
function of the custom script, and may be null if the script has no input. There are multiple input types
available:
• Custom serialization: The input is an array of tag data objects, which each have a tag, value, quality,
and timestamp value.
• Custom parser: The input is a Dataset or an array of Datasets received from the database. If the
query returns a single result, such as a single SELECT query in a table, the input is a Dataset. On
the other hand, if the query spans multiple SELECT queries over multiple tables, without unifying the
result, the input is an array of Datasets.
• Custom query: In this case, the input depends on the transaction. In StandardTransactions, the
input is null, while in a HistoryTransaction, the input is a Dataset, which is created by serializing
the N3uron tag events.

$.output
This variable is used to set the script output. The output type depends on the function of the custom
script. If an incorrect type is used, an exception will be logged and the transaction will be aborted. The
following are all valid types:
• Custom serialization: When using a script to serialize N3uron data, the output must either be a
Dataset or an array of Datasets.
• Custom parser: When using a script to parse a Dataset retrieved from a database into data for
N3uron, the output must be an array of tag data objects that contain, at the very minimum, one tag
property and one value property and can also contain a quality and a timestamp (displayed in UNIX
Epoch format with milliseconds).
• Custom query: When using a script to generate the query, the output must be a string.

Dataset
The Dataset class is a representation of a database table in SqlClient. As such, it has columns that
correspond to the database columns, with a name and a type, and rows that contain data for these
columns.
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A Dataset instance is also an iterator, which means that it can be used implicitly with a for…of loop in
order to iterate through all rows in the Dataset. The method’s rows and columns can also be used to
obtain an iterator over the rows and the columns explicitly.
Since the Dataset columns have a type, the Dataset will declare the following enumeration, which
contains all available types:
• Dataset.Types:
o CHAR
o VARCHAR
o NCHAR
o NVARCHAR
o BINARY
o VARBINARY
o NUMERIC
o DECIMAL
o SMALLINT
o INT
o BIGINT
o FLOAT
o REAL
o DOUBLE
o BOOLEAN
o DATE
o TIME
o TIMESTAMP
o DATETIME
o JSON
o TEXT
o TINY_INT
o YEAR
o ENUM
o TINY_BLOB
o BLOB
o MEDIUM_BLOB
o LONG_BLOB
o TEXT
o MEDIUM_INT
o SET
Datasets have the following methods:
• Dataset()
The constructor of the Dataset class takes no parameters, and is used to create a new empty Dataset.
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• getColumnCount(): number
Returns the number of columns included in the Dataset.
• getColumnIndex(colName: string): number
Returns the numeric index of the column as per the specified name. If the column is not present in
the Dataset, it returns -1.
• getColumnName(index: number): string
Returns the name of the column for the specified index. If the index is negative, or higher than the
number of columns, an exception is thrown.
• getColumnNames(): string[]
Returns an array of column names for all columns present in the Dataset.
• getColumn(col: string | number): DatasetColumn
Returns the column with the specified name (if col is a string) or the column at the specified index (if
col is a number). If the column doesn't exist, the value “undefined” is returned.
• getRowCount(): number
Returns the total number of rows present in the Dataset.
• getRow(row: number): DatasetRow
Returns the row number at the specified index (or undefined if the index is out of bounds).
• getValue(row: number, column: number | string): any
Returns present at the given row and column. Column can either be a column name or an index. If
either the row or column are out of range, an exception is thrown.
• setValue(row: number, column: number | string, value: any): void
Sets the value at the specified row and column. The Column can either be a name or an index. If
either the row or the column is out of range, an exception is thrown. The value will be automatically
casted to the column type, if possible.
• addColumn(name: string, type: Dataset.Type | string): void
Adds a new column to the Dataset, as per the specified name and type. If the Dataset contains any
rows, the new column will be assigned a null value by default for all rows.
• addRow(data: any[] | object): void
Adds a new row to the Dataset with the specified data. The data can be either an array of values, or
an object, where each key corresponds to a column. If there are not enough fields to completely fill
the row, an exception will be thrown.
• rows(): Iterator<DatasetRow>
Returns an iterator over the rows of the Dataset, which can be used in for…of loops.
• columns(): Iterator<DatasetColumn>
Returns an iterator over the columns of the Dataset, which can be used in for…of loops.
• getRows(): DatasetRow[]
Returns an array that is comprised of all rows present in the Dataset.
• getColumns(): DatasetColumn[]
Returns an array comprised of all columns present in the Dataset.
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DatasetRow
This class represents a row from the Dataset. Each row in a given Dataset has the same number of
columns. DatasetRow objects are not manually created by the user as they are created automatically
by invoking the addRow method of a particular Dataset. DatasetRows can be used implicitly as an
iterator in a for…of loop, which will iterate over the fields of the row. It also has an explicit method
(fields) that will return the same iterator.
Each DatasetRow has the following methods:
• getFieldCount(): number
Returns the number of fields present in this row.
• getValue(column: string | number): any
Returns the value of the field with the specified column name (if column is a string) or the column
index (if it's a number). If the column doesn't exist, an exception is thrown.
• setValue(column: string | number): any
Sets the value of the field with the specified column name (if column is a string) or the column index
(if it's a number). If the column doesn't exist, an exception is thrown. The value passed as the
parameter is cast to the column type (if possible) or set to null if the cast is not possible.
• fields(): IterableIterator<any>
Returns an iterator over the fields of this row that can be used in for…of loops.

DatasetColumn
This class represents a column in the Dataset. Each column has a name and a type, which means that
whenever a value is inserted in a row of a given column, it will attempt to cast it to the appropriate type,
or null if the cast is invalid.
DatasetColumns cannot be implicitly created by a user. Instead, the addColumn method for a
Dataset has to be used to create a new column. Each DatasetColumn has the following methods:
• getName(): string
Returns the name of this column.
• getType(): string
Returns the column type as a string.

Database value types
When a query returns data, it will automatically be converted to a Dataset. The Dataset column types
are based on the same types as those that apply to the columns of the database. However, as JavaScript
only has a limited number of primitive types, the value type itself must be one of the following types,
depending on the column type:
• String:

o CHAR, VARCHAR, NCHAR, NVARCHAR, TEXT, ENUM, SET and JSON are cast to a string directly.
o TIME will be cast to a string, since it conveys no date information and as such, cannot be
unambiguously cast to a Date. If a Date object is desired, it can be created by using moment and
a custom format string. For example, moment(TIME_STRING, "hh:mm:ss.SSS").
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o BIGINT, NUMERIC and DECIMAL can potentially offer more precision than the number type in
JavaScript. As such, by default they are cast to a string. If a number is desired, the parseInt
or parseFloat method can be used to parse the string (with potential loss of precision).

o Any other types that are not handled by the Dataset will also be attempted to be cast to a
string as fallback.
• Buffer:

o BINARY, VARBINARY, TINY_BLOB, BLOB, MEDIUM_BLOB and LONG_BLOB is cast to a
Buffer instance. As such, any of the Buffer methods can be used to read and manipulate the
Buffer data.
• Number:

o FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE, SMALLINT, INT, TINY_INT, MEDIUM_INT are cast to Number directly.
o YEAR is cast to Number, since a YEAR cannot be unambiguously casted to a Date object. If
a Date object is desired, YEAR can be explicitly cast to one by using moment and a custom
format string, such as moment(YEAR_NUMBER, "YYYY").
• Date:

o DATE, TIMESTAMP and DATETIME are cast to a JavaScript Date object. This can be used
directly, or alternatively, a moment object can be created by invoking the moment function
with the Date value (moment(DATE_OBJECT)).
• Boolean:

o BOOLEAN is cast directly to the Boolean JavaScript type.

Value casting
When a new value is added to a Dataset from a script, it will be cast to the appropriate type depending
on the column type. The following casting rules are used for the different available types:
• String: CHAR, VARCHAR; NCHAR, NVARCHAR, TIME, ENUM, BIGINT, TEXT, NUMERIC, DECIMAL, SET
and JSON will be cast to a string:

o Casting to strings is done by invoking the toString method. If this method is not
available, the value will be cast to null.

o JSON is a special case of string casting. When the value passed is a string, it will be left
as is (which can result in errors down the line if the string is not a valid JSON. As such, the
string must always be a valid JSON). If the value passed is not a string, it will be cast to a
JSON string using the JSON.stringify function.

• Buffer : BINARY, VARBINARY, TINY_BLOB, BLOB, MEDIUM_BLOB and LONG_BLOB will be cast
to a Buffer object.

o If the value is a Buffer, the value will be inserted without any changes.
o If the value is a number, a new Buffer with size 8 will be created and the number will be
stored as a 64-bit Double with big endian byte ordering.

o If the value is a Boolean, a new Buffer with size 1 will be created and the Boolean value
will be stored as an 8-bit unsigned integer.

o If the value is a string, a new Buffer with the same size as the string is created, and the
string is stored as an UTF-8 encoded string.
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• Number: FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE, SMALLINT, INT, TINY_INT, MEDIUM_INT and YEAR will be cast
to a JavaScript number.
o If the value can't be parsed to a number correctly (resulting in a NaN value), null will be inserted.
o If the value is a string, it will be parsed into a number, either with parseFloat (FLOAT, REAL
and DOUBLE) or with parseInt (all other types).
• Date: DATE, TIMESTAMP and DATETIME will be cast to a JavaScript Date object.
o The values are parsed using the Date constructor. If the date is not a valid date, null will
be inserted.
• Boolean: BOOLEAN will be cast to a Boolean value.
o If the type is a string, "true", "y" and "t" will be cast to true, and everything else to false.
o If the type is anything else, it will be cast to Boolean directly, which means that 0, null,
undefined, and empty strings are false, and everything else is true.
• Null:
o If any of the cast fails, the value inserted is null.
o If the value passed to the Dataset is null, undefined, an array, a symbol, or a function, it
will be casted as null.

Tag data objects
Whenever data is saved from a database to N3uron, the data must be parsed into a format that is
compatible with N3uron tags, which can be an array of tag data objects. The format of a tag data object
differs slightly when the data is saved to a source tag, as opposed to when it is written to a tag. The tag
data formats are as follows:
• TAG_ADDRESS: This value is used to associate the given tag event with a tag within the N3uron
tag model. The value can be either a tag path or a tag address, or even an alias (if an alias is
defined in the tag configuration).
• TAG_VALUE: This is the value that will be saved to the specified tag. It can be a number, a string, or a
Boolean value and if the destination tag has a different type, casting to the correct type will be attempted.
• TAG_QUALITY: This property is set to optional when the tag is an SqlClient source tag, or set as a
non-obligatory field if dealing with a tag write operation (another driver controls the tag). If defined,
this field specifies the quality of this tag event. The property type is a number between 0 and 255.
Qualities with values in the 0-64 interval are considered bad, 64-127 are uncertain and values
between 192 and 255 are good. If this value is omitted when acting as the source, it will be
automatically set to 192 (GOOD_NON_SPECIFIC).
• TAG_TIMESTAMP: This property is set to optional when the tag is an SqlClient source tag, and set
as a non-obligatory field if dealing with a tag write operation (another driver controls the tag). If
defined, this field sets the timestamp of this tag event. The property type is a number, and the value
must be the number of milliseconds lapsed since 1970 (displayed in UNIX Epoch). For easy parsing
of dates, Date and/or moment is recommended. If this value is omitted when acting as a source, the
timestamp will be automatically set to the current time (using the Date.now()function).
{
tag: TAG_ADDRESS,
value: TAG_VALUE,
quality: TAG_QUALITY,
ts: TAG_TIMESTAMP
}
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Examples
Reading tag and timestamp values from a MySQL database
In this example, SqlClient is used to connect to a MySQL database located in the same machine in
order to extract the following data:

Figure 16: Table structure in the database
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Step 1: Configuration of the connection.

Figure 17: Configuring the connection to the MySQL database

• Step 2: Configuration of the transaction.

Figure 18: Configuring the transaction
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The Query script for requesting the required columns from the data base:
$.output = "SELECT
test_compact";

id,

temperature,

humidity,

status,

errorCode,

ts

FROM

The Parser script iterates through the Dataset returned from the query, starting by iterating all rows (one
row per sensor) and then iterating through the columns for each individual row (one column per signal):
for(var row of $.input.rows()){
//Iterate through the columns of the Dataset for each row
for(var col of $.input.columns()){
//Get the name of the current column
var column = col.getName();
$.logger.debug("Column is %s", column);
//Ignore id and ts columns
if(column === "id" || column === "ts") continue;
var tagData = {};
//Set the destination tag using the format rowid_columnName
tagData.tag = row.getValue("id")+"_"+column;
//Get the value of the current column at this row
tagData.value = row.getValue(column);
//Set quality to 192
tagData.quality = 192;
//Set the ts to the value of the ts column
tagData.ts = row.getValue("ts");
$.logger.debug("Tag data is %j", tagData);
//Push the tag data object to the output array
$.output.push(tagData);
}
}
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• Step 3: Tag configuration settings for linking the data received from the database to tags.

Figure 19: Configuration of any tags updated with values received from the database

Inserting historical data into a database
This example explains how to use a HistoricalTransaction to insert N3uron tag events into a database.
The database in this example is MySQL and as such, a syntax that is compatible with MySQL is used.
• Step 1: The target table should have the following schema:

Figure 20: MySQL table schema
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• Step 2: The following screenshot shows the HistoryTransaction configuration:

Figure 21: HistoryTransaction configuration

• Step 3: The following data serialization script is used:
var ds = new Dataset();
//Add all columns that are used to the Dataset
ds.addColumn("tag", "NVARCHAR");
ds.addColumn("number_value", "DOUBLE");
ds.addColumn("string_value", "NVARCHAR");
ds.addColumn("bool_value", "TINY_INT");
ds.addColumn("quality", "TINY_INT");
ds.addColumn("ts", "DATETIME");
for (var i = 0; i < $.input.length; ++i) {
var event = $.input[i];
var row = {
//Tag is escaped with the string separator for MySQL
tag: "'"+event.tag+"'",
string_value: null,
number_value: null,
bool_value: null,
quality: event.quality,
ts: event.ts
}
//Depending on the type of the event, set the relevant field
switch (typeof event.value) {
case "number":
row.number_value = event.value;
break;
case "string":
//Add string quotes since string values need to be quoted in the query
row.string_value = sprintf("'%s'", event.value);
break;
case "boolean":
row.bool_value = event.value;
break;
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}
//Add the row to the Dataset
ds.addRow(row);
}
//If the output row count is 0, return empty Dataset
if (ds.getRowCount() === 0) $.output = new Dataset();
else $.output = ds;

Step 4: The next query builder is used:
//If the input Datasets has no rows, return an empty string to abort the query
if($.input.getRowCount() === 0){
$.output = ""
} else {
$.output += _insertData();
}
function _insertData(){
var query = "";
var values = [];
//Iterate through all the rows in the input Dataset
for(var row of $.input){
//String variable that holds the values to insert for each row
var rowValues = "(";
rowValues += row.getValue("tag")+",";
rowValues += row.getValue("string_value")+",";
rowValues += row.getValue("number_value")+",";
rowValues += row.getValue("bool_value")+",";
rowValues += row.getValue("quality")+",";
//Timestamp is created using the MySQL function FROM_UNIXTIME(epoch).
rowValues += sprintf("FROM_UNIXTIME(%d)", row.getValue("ts").getTime()/1000);
rowValues += ")";
//Push the row values into the values array
values.push(rowValues);
}
//Return the query
var query = sprintf("INSERT INTO n3_history (tag, string_value, number_value,
bool_value, quality, ts) VALUES "+ values.join(",\r\n"));
return query;
}

This query will execute in event mode (it only sends new tag events) and the trigger will be a buffer size
trigger, which means that the transaction triggers whenever there are 500 events or more in the buffer.

Creating INSERT queries from parameters
This example deals with a common scenario whereby a number of tag values need to be periodically inserted
into the database. In this example, a StandardTransaction is used, since this transaction is recommended
for these types of queries. The database connection is assumed to be already created and working.
The syntax used in this example is MySQL. If the destination database is different, the syntax might
require small changes within the query.
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• Step 1: Configuration of the transaction.

Figure 22: StandardTransaction configuration

• Step 2: Script used to create the query.
var TABLE_NAME = "n3_data";
$.output = insert();
function insert(){
var
query
=
sprintf("INSERT
INTO
%s
getColumns().join(","), getValues().join(","));
return query;
}

(%s)

VALUES

(%s)",

TABLE_NAME,

function getColumns(){
var columns = [];
//Iterate through all the parameters
for(var p in $.parameter){
//Use the parameter name as column name, and escape it using the escape character
`
columns.push(sprintf("`%s`", p));
}
return columns;
}
function getValues(){
var values = [];
//Iterate through all the parameters
for(var p in $.parameter){
var value = $.parameter[p].value;
//Cast the value into the appropiate type and push it into the values array
values.push(cast(value));
}
return values;
}
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function cast(value){
//If the value is null, the string NULL is returned
if(value === null){
return "NULL";
}
switch (typeof value){
case "number":
//If the number is value, return it without changing
return value;
case "string":
//If the value is a string, convert it to a MySQL string using '
return "'"+value+"'";
case "boolean":
//If the value is a boolean, convert it to a 0 or 1 number
return Number(value);
default:
//If the type is none of the above, throw an error since
//only the above types are supported in this example
throw new Error("Unknown type for value: "+typeof value);
}
}

Synchronising data from N3uron to database
In this example, data from N3uron is going to be synchronised with the database, so that both N3uron and the
database contain the same data. The tags that will be synchronised come from an external device (whether
this be a PLC, a Modbus device, or an OPC UA Server) and are set up as parameters in the transaction.
This example uses a StandardTransaction, since this is the ideal transaction for this scenario.
The destination database in this example is MySQL and as such, the syntax for MySQL is used.

• Step 1: The database destination table has the following schema:

Figure 23: MySQL table schema
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• Step 2: Configuration settings for StandardTransaction:

Figure 24: StandardTransaction configuration

• Step 3: Script used to create the query:

$.output
=
sprintf("UPDATE
`n3_db_sync`
`is_running`=%d",
$.parameter.setpoint.value,
$.parameter.status.value,
$.parameter.is_running.value);

SET

`setpoint`=%f,

`status`='%s',

This query will be executed every 5 seconds, and will update the "n3_db_sync" table with the current
values in N3uron. This table has a single row, which contains the values that were synchronised
between N3uron and the database.

Synchronising data from the database to N3uron
This example is analogous to the previous example, except that the data is synchronised in the opposite
direction, from a database to N3uron tags.
The destination tags in this example are not SqlClient source tags, instead, they are tags that are driven
by other modules, such as Modbus, Siemens S7, etc. This is done by using a StandardTransaction,
since this transaction supports writes to tags. These tags must also have Read/Write permissions,
otherwise the write will fail.
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The destination database is MySQL, so the MySQL syntax is being used.
• Step 1: The destination table has the following schema:

Figure 25: MySQL table schema

• Step 2: The following StandardTransaction configuration is used:

Figure 26: StandardTransaction configuration
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• Step 3: The query script is as follows:
$.output
=
"SELECT
`product1_demand`,
`product2_demand`,
`product1_label`,
`product2_label`, `line1_active`, `line2_active`, `line3_active`, `line4_active` FROM
db_n3_sync";

• Step 4: The parser script is as follows:
$.output.push({tag:"/PLC/product1_demand",value:$.input.getValue(0,
"product1_demand")});
$.output.push({tag:"/PLC/product2_demand",value:$.input.getValue(0,
"product2_demand")});
$.output.push({tag:"/PLC/product1_label",value:$.input.getValue(0,
"product1_label")});
$.output.push({tag:"/PLC/product2_label",value:$.input.getValue(0,
"product2_label")});
$.output.push({tag:"/PLC/line1_active", value: $.input.getValue(0, "line1_active")});
$.output.push({tag:"/PLC/line2_active", value: $.input.getValue(0, "line2_active")});
$.output.push({tag:"/PLC/line3_active", value: $.input.getValue(0, "line3_active")});
$.output.push({tag:"/PLC/line4_active", value: $.input.getValue(0, "line4_active")});

This transaction will be executed every 5 seconds and will write all data obtained in the first row of the
query to the specified tags.
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